Call to order: 5:49 p.m. ET

Representatives present: Creigh, Harshe, Delva, Hagemeyer,

Representatives late, excused: Adhikari,

Counseling and School Psychology Students Helping to Advocate Organize and Service (CHAOS at FSU):

- Introduction:

Creigh introducing the Bill for CHAOS at FSU, $500 is going to an honorarium, $115 for food, totaling to $615. Michael Morgan, President cannot join us but is on standby on text. Refer to the bill packet.

Creigh mentioned the benefits to the program to social justice advocacy, student involvement, first talk is scheduled and the RSO expects full attendance, general interests to the graduate students. Honorariums is relatively pretty low, great start for the RSO.

Will be reaching out to each graduate student department in the mental health and marriage and family therapy, social work, and psychology.

- Questions:
  o Creigh: What speakers do they have planned for?
  o Morgan: The do not have a tentative speaker yet for their speaker. The have a selection of local professionals and will be focusing on three topic areas as mentioned from the introduction paragraph.
  o Creigh: Who will the students in attendance be?
Morgan: Will be reaching out to each graduate student department in the mental health and marriage and family therapy, social work, psychology, and others. 20 of the RSO students are graduate students.

- **Pros:**
  - Hagemeyer: Trust in previous COGS member President Morgan of CHAOS, to turn up a good event and follow the procedures of COGS.

- **Cons:**
  - No cons.

Harshe: Motion to call to vote

Hagemeyer: seconded

- **Vote:**
  - 4-0-0

**Adjournment:** 6:05 p.m.